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What is euroCRIS?

- An international not-for-profit association of experts and users of research information and research information systems (CRIS), with offices in The Hague, The Netherlands.

  - **Mission:** To advance Interoperability in the Research Community through CERIF.

- **Main activities:**
  - Development and governance of the CERIF data model and promotion of its use.
  - Promotion of cooperation between stakeholders (organisations) in the RI Domain. To fulfill this function, euroCRIS regularly organises international events: Membership Meetings (twice a year) and Conferences (every 2 years).

- **Task groups:** Architecture & Development, CERIF, CRIS-IR, Best Practice-DRIS, Indicators.

- **Recent events:**
  - Strategic Membership Meeting, Athens, Greece, 9-11 November 2016.
What is euroCRIS?

**Mission**
To advance Interoperability in the Research Community through CERIF Common European Research Information Format

**CERIF**
Development and governance of the CERIF data model and promotion of its use

**Events**
Strategic Membership Meetings (twice a year) & Conferences (every 2 years)

**Task Groups**
1) CERIF
2) Architecture & Development
3) Best Practice & DRIS
4) CRIS-IR
5) Indicators
Membership: the euroCRIS Community

200+ members from 45 countries (mainly Europe)
Strategic Partners

In preparation:
EC-report: Realising the European Open Science Cloud


CASRAI has issued its first annual Open Call

CASRAI has issued its first annual Open Call to gather feedback, ideas and implementation stories, and I very much hope you will participate. You do not need to

Strategic Membership Meeting, November 8-10, 2016, Athens, Greece: Registration Open!

The next meeting euroCRIS will organise is the Strategic Membership Meeting, that will be held in Athens, 8-11 November 2016 at EKT, the Greek National Documentation Centre.

Meeting’s WEB SITE with all information  REGISTRATION  PROGRAMME

Mission
“To advance interoperability in the research community through CERIF”

Contact us
Secretariat euroCRIS:
Anna van Salzenlaan 51
2593 HW Den Haag
The Netherlands
Tel. +31 70 349 44 50
Email: eurocris@eurocris.org

Follow us on
euroCRIS Repository: dspacecris.eurocris.org
The euroCRIS Board

Executive Positions:

Ed Simons (Netherlands) - President
Elly Dijk (Netherlands) - Secretary
Pascale Blancquaert (Belgium) - Treasurer
Anna Clements (UK) - Executive for Strategy
David Baker (Canada) - Executive for Communication
Greta Christina LIngjærde (Norway) - Executive for Events
Valerie Brasse (France) - Executive for Projects
Michele Mennielli (Italy) - Executive for External Relations
Miguel-Angel Sicilia (Spain) - Executive for Academic Affairs

Task Group Leaders:

Jan Dvorak (Czech Republic) - Task Group Leader CERIF
Pablo de Castro (UK/Netherlands) - Task Group Leader CRIS-IR
Danica Zemuldikova (Slovakia) - Task Group Leader Best Practice-DRIS
Mark Cox (UK) - Task Group Leader Indicators
Dimitris Karaiskos (Greece) - Task Group Leader Architecture & Development

11 Nationalities
New Board Members 2017-2018

• **Gunnar Sivertsen**  
  Nordic Institute for Studies in Innovation, Research and Education.  
  Internationally acclaimed expert on Indicators and research evaluation.

• **Jürgen Güdler**  
  DFG: Deutsche Forschungs Gemeinschaft.  
  Head of the Information Management Division.

• **Peter Leijten**  
  Radboud University  
  Head of Control and Finance Department.